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The Night Sky
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Lyra Constellation.

The constellation of Lyra is in a good position in June 

and can easily by spotted by looking for its brightest star 

Vega – it is a bright star in the summer sky and forms 

part of The Summer Triangle asterism. The four stars 

that make up The Harp asterism are then easily found. 

With wide field 8.8 or 9.3 degree binoculars the whole of 

The Harp and Vega can be seen in the same field of 

view. Try to pick out some colour differences in the 

brightest stars.



The Summer Triangle Asterism.

The key to learning the summer sky lies in The 

Summer Triangle asterism which is a triangle 

formed by Vega in lyra, Deneb in Cygnus and Altair 

in Aquila. These are three easily spotted bright stars 

in the summer sky and learning their positions can 

make star hopping to targets an easy task.



Epsilon Lyrae – The Double Double.

Epsilon Lyrae lies just to the East of Vega and can 

easily be seen by the naked eye as a single star. In 

binoculars of any power it is easily split into 2 stars, 

Epsilon-1 Lyrae and Epsilon-2 Lyrae which orbit 

each other. They make a fine sight, especially with 

Vega in the same field of view. Telescope observers 

with higher magnifications can split each star into a 

further double, giving the star its famous moniker –

The Double Double.



Delta Lyrae and An Open Cluster.

Delta Lyrae is easily found – it marks the upper left 

hand corner of The Harp asterism. It is actually a 

star system and in binoculars you can separate 

Delta-1 Lyrae from the beautiful colour of the red 

giant Delta-2 Lyrae which is approximately 75 

million years old. These stars lie in the star cluster 

known as Stephenson One and are best viewed 

with wide angled binoculars.



T Lyrae – A Carbon Star.

T Lyrae lies a few degrees south southwest of 

Vega and is a carbon star. Pan in its direction 

from Vega with your binoculars and a small point 

of bright orange/red will be visible against the 

black sky like a drop of blood. This star is 

sometimes referred to as “the Jewel in the Harp”.



Zeta Lyrae – A Binocular Double Star.

Zeta Lyrae is found marking the upper right hand 

corner of the Harp southeast of Vega. It is easily 

split in binoculars from x10 up and is best when the 

binoculars are mounted. The separation is 44 

arcseconds and there is a a difference in the 

magnitude of over 1.



Messier 57 – The Ring Nebula.

M57 is one of the most famous of night sky targets –

the planetary nebula know as The Ring Nebula.

It is located midway on a line between Beta and 

Gamma Lyrae. It can be seen in binoculars from x10 

upwards.

At lower magnification it looks like a non stellar fuzz 

but as magnification is increased the fuzz becomes 

definitely round and at x25 and above a darkness in 

the centre hints at the ring structure especially with 

averted vision.

It lies approximately 2,300 light years away.


